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Abstract: A landing gear of an aircraft is required to function at touchdown in different landing
scenarios with parametric uncertainties. A typical passive damper in a landing gear has limited
performance in differing landing scenarios, which can be overcome with magnetorheological (MR)
dampers. An MR damper is a semi-active system that can adjust damping force by changing the
amount of electric current applied to it. This paper proposes a new robust controller based on model
reference sliding mode control and adaptive hybrid control to improve the efficiency of absorbing
landing impact energy, not only considering the variables of aircraft weight and sink speed but also
managing uncertainties, such as ambient temperature and passive damping coefficient. To verify the
effectiveness of the proposed controller, comparative numerical simulations were performed with a
passive damper, a skyhook controller, and the proposed controller under various landing scenarios.
The simulation results show that the proposed controller improves the total energy absorber efficiency
by up to 10% higher than that of the skyhook controller. In addition, the proposed controller is
demonstrated to have better adaptability and robustness than the other control algorithms in the
differing landing scenarios and parametric uncertainties.

Keywords: magnetorheological damper; landing gear; skyhook control; adaptive control; sliding
mode control

1. Introduction

When an aircraft makes contact with the ground, the impact energy should be effectively
dissipated and absorbed by its landing gears for safety concerns, as well as for the comfort of pilots and
passengers [1]. However, a conventional passive oleo-pneumatic landing gear with a fixed size orifice
may not respond as expected in all circumstances. To solve this problem, there have been many studies
for active [2,3] or semi-active landing gears [4–6] in recent years through numerical simulations or
simple experimental studies. Among those studies, the landing gear using a magnetorheological (MR)
damper is the most promising candidate to replace the conventional passive landing gear because it
can be implemented with compact size, cheap production cost, and enhanced reliability, and it also
does not require a high-power actuator nor a large power supply [7]. An MR damper is a semi-active
system containing MR fluid of which hydraulic damping force can be adjusted by applying electric
current to coils around the orifice of the damper. Thus, a semi-active controller is designed to improve
the damping performance by determining the optimal amount of applied electric current. However,
an MR damper usually exhibits nonlinear characteristics, including the hysteresis of the output force
over relative velocity and the nonlinear stiffness owing to the state transition of the MR fluid from
liquid to semi-solid [8,9]. Thus, there are challenging problems for researchers in the development of
MR damper controllers.
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Previous studies in MR damper control can be categorized into two approaches. The first one is to
improve the adaptability of the damper under the different scenarios. For example, G. Mikulowski
and L. Jankowski [10] applied an optimal feedback control algorithm to reduce the impact forces with
different sink speeds at landing and aircraft weights. X. M. Dong and G. W. Xiong [11] developed
an algorithm based on human simulated intelligent control. The performance of the controller was
verified by numerical simulations with varying aircraft mass and sink speed. Young-Tai Choi et al. [12]
proposed a bang-bang type and a continuous type current controller to achieve a desired constant
damper force over a range of sink speeds. The other approach is to deal with uncertainties and
disturbances in the MR damper. Zhang Hailong et al. [13] applied a semi-active sliding mode control
for vehicle suspension to improve the ride comfort and handling safety under the random road
excitations. Kung-Chu Lu et al. [14] proposed a decentralized sliding mode control for building
structures. In the applications to aircraft landing gear, Mauricio Zapateiro et al. [15] developed an
adaptive backstepping control with H∞ performance to cope with vibration during the taxing phase.
M. S. Fallab et al. [16] investigated the robust model predictive control in aircraft landing gear to deal
with shimmy vibration. Byng-Hyuk Kang et al. [17] applied a sky-ground hook controller to improve
the efficiency in certain landing conditions. However, the application of a robust controller for an
MR damper of an aircraft landing gear in the touchdown phase to deal with uncertainties in different
landing scenarios has not yet been investigated.

The main contribution of this study is to develop a robust control algorithm for an MR damper in
an aircraft landing gear, in order to improve a shock absorption efficiency metric, named total energy
absorber efficiency, under differing landing scenarios and uncertainties. In the previous work [18,19],
in which some of the authors of this paper were involved, it was shown that at certain conditions,
a hybrid controller exhibits a better shock absorption performance than a skyhook controller. As a
continuation of the previous work, as the first step, an indirect adaptive control scheme is designed
and applied to the hybrid controller to improve the adaptability against variable aircraft mass and
sink speed. However, because the controller highly depends on the accuracy of the damper model,
the efficiency will be degraded with uncertainties and disturbances. To solve this problem, as the
second step, a robust control algorithm based on the model reference sliding mode control (SMC) is
added to improve the robustness of the damper. The SMC law is developed to track the states of a
reference model, which is built with the history of the motion states of adaptive hybrid control.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the mathematical model of a landing gear
equipped with an MR damper; in Section 3, a control concept for the landing gear with an MR damper
and the target of controller are given; Section 4 is devoted to proposing the robust controller based on
sliding mode control and adaptive hybrid control; in Section 5, the simulation results and discussions
of the control algorithm are presented in different landing scenarios and parametric uncertainties;
Section 6 presents the discussion of this study.

2. Mathematical Model of a Landing Gear and MR Damper

In this paper, the mathematical model of an aircraft landing gear is taken from the previous
work [18–20]. Figure 1 depicts the structural and dynamic models of a single landing gear equipped
with an MR damper. Following the movement of the piston, MR fluid flows through narrow orifices
in the piston head from one chamber to the other one. And, it creates viscous damping force from
the pressure difference between the chambers. In addition to this general oleo-pneumatic structure,
the orifices are surrounded by two coils, of which the magnetic field is controlled by applying current.
When an electric current is applied, micron-sized particles in the MR fluid are rearranged along the
magnetic field around the coils. This phenomenon causes the MR fluid to transform into a viscoelastic
solid in milliseconds resulting in additional pressure difference and damping force. Thus, the MR
damping force can be controlled by changing the electric current applied to the damper.
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Figure 1. Dynamic model of a single landing gear equipped with a magnetorheological (MR) damper: 

(a) structure of the landing gear; (b) schematic model of the landing gear. 
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Figure 1. Dynamic model of a single landing gear equipped with a magnetorheological (MR) damper:
(a) structure of the landing gear; (b) schematic model of the landing gear.

Typically, the total force of an MR damper can be expressed as a combination of hydraulic force
Fh, pneumatic force Fa, and friction force Ff:

Fd = Fa + Fh + F f (1)

The hydraulic force, which is the sum of the viscous force Fv and the controllable MR damping
force FMR, can be given by:

Fh = Fv + FMR = C
.
s + u sign(

.
s) (2)

where s = z1 − z2 ≥ 0 denotes the piston stroke, which is the difference between the sprung and
un-sprung masses’ displacement z1, z2, respectively, and u is the control input. The air chamber is filled
with pressurized gas to provide an elastic force when compressed. The gas undergoes a polytropic
process, and thus, the pneumatic force can be expressed as:

Fa =

(
p0

(
V0

V0 −Aps

)n

− pATM

)
Ap (3)

The friction force appears due to the contact of the piston and cylinder, which can be expressed
by [20]:

F f = sign(
.
s)FT

(
µ

Db
Dv + s

)
(4)

FT denotes the tire force by the deflection of the wheel tire, and is expressed as:

FT = kTzb
2 (5)

where kt is the tire stiffness, and b is the polynomial index of the tire elasticity. In Equation (5), the tire
is assumed to always contact with the ground, and thus, the un-sprung mass’s displacement z2, i.e., the
tire deformation, is always positive: z2 ≥ 0.

As an aircraft touches down on the ground with its landing gear, the upper and lower bodies of
the landing gear move separately. The equations of motion are given as:

m1
..
z1 = m1g− Fd (6)

m2
..
z2 = m2g + Fd − FT (7)
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z1(t = 0) = z2(t = 0) = 0,
.
z1(t = 0) =

.
z2(t = 0) = v (8)

where m1 is the sprung mass, including the part of the aircraft mass supported by the landing gear,
crew, pilot, and the upper components of the landing gear, such as the cylinder. The un-sprung mass
m2 includes the piston, wheel, and other components below the damper. v is the sink speed of aircraft
at the touchdown. All parameter values of the landing gear used in this paper are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Landing gear parameters.

Symbol Quantity Value Unit

Ap cross area of head piston 2.5 × 10-3 m2

b tire force index 1.13
C viscous damping coefficient 5.9~7.2 Ns/m

Db moment arm of tire force from the centerline of the piston 0.3 m
Dv minimum distance between the piston head and the lower seal 0.3 m
g gravitational acceleration 9.81 m/s2

m1 sprung mass (aircraft mass) 560~680 kg
m2 un-sprung mass 18 kg
n polytropic process index 1.3
p0 initial air chamber charging pressure 636–964 kPa

pATM atmospheric pressure 101.3 kPa
kT tire force constant 412 kN/m
v initial sink speed of aircraft at touchdown 1.5–3.5 m/s

V0 initial air chamber volume 6.37 × 10-4 m3

µ friction coefficient for bearing 0.1
u control input (MR force) 0~10 kN
T environment temperature −40~40 ◦C

All parameters are referenced in [18].

3. Problem Definition

3.1. Landing Gear System Concept

Figure 2 shows the concept of a landing gear system equipped with an MR damper. For reducing
the weight and the cost of equipment, the system has only two sensors, which are a position sensor and
an accelerometer. After receiving the input signal from sensors, the control algorithm computes the
required electrical current, which is then applied to the MR damper for generating the damping force.
The key part of this system is the development of the control strategy to improve the performance of
the landing gear.
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Figure 2. Concept of a landing gear system.
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3.2. Control Targets

The aircraft must be able to touch down in different landing scenarios. The landing scenarios can
be characterized by two basic parameters: aircraft mass and sink speed. The ranges of varying aircraft
mass and sink speed considered in this paper are shown in Table 1. To build the control system easily,
accurately measuring those parameters is crucial. Whereas it is possible to estimate the aircraft sink
speed with a ground proximity sensor or an accelerometer, it is unlikely to obtain highly accurate
aircraft mass estimates because it depends on the remaining fuel mass and payload. In this paper,
two methods for mass estimation are given.

- First method:

Before take-off, only the pneumatic force from the landing gear damper sustains the aircraft mass.
From Equations (3) and (6), the mass of aircraft m̂take−o f f

1 can be estimated by:

m̂take−o f f
1 =

Fair
g

=

(
p0

(
V0

V0 −Aps

)n

− pATM

)
Ap

g
(9)

Before landing, the mass of aircraft m̂landing
1 reduces by the fuel consumption ∆mgas. Thus,

the aircraft mass can be calculated by:

m̂landing
1 = m̂take−o f f

1 − ∆mgas (10)

The advantage of this method is that it is fast, and the estimated value can be predicted before
landing. However, the accuracy of this method depends on the measurement of the remaining fuel.

- Second method:

The mass can be estimated by rearranging Equation (6),

m̂1 =
Fd

g−
..
z1

(11)

where m̂1 is the estimate of the unknown parameter m1. Because of sensor noise, this estimation
is hardly stable, and the denominator can be zero. Appling the least squares method, the mass
estimation is given by:

m̂1 =

∫
Fd(g−

..
z1)dt∫

(g−
..
z1)

2dt
(12)

The estimate is m̂1 updated over time. In some sense, it is averaging the effects of measurement
noise. Note that the denominator in Equation (12) is always increasing and non-zero. The convergence
of the estimation can be proved as follows. Equation (12) is rewritten as:

m̂1

∫
(g−

..
z1)

2dt =
∫

Fd(g−
..
z1)dt (13)

The derivative of Equation (13) is given by:

.
m̂1

∫
(g−

..
z1)

2dt + m̂1(g−
..
z1)

2
= Fd(g−

..
z1) (14)

Combining Equations (6) and (14), we further obtain the time derivative of the estimate m̂1:

.
m̂1 =

(m1 − m̂1)(g−
..
z1)

2∫
(g−

..
z1)

2dt
(15)
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Then, a Lyapunov function candidate can be proposed as below:

V =
1
2
(m1 − m̂1)

2 (16)

From Equations (15) and (16), the derivative of the Lyapunov function is found to be:

.
V = −

.
m̂1(m1 − m̂1)

2 = −(m1 − m̂1)
2 (g−

..
z1)

2∫
(g−

..
z1)

2dt
≤ 0 (17)

The Lyapunov condition is satisfied, and, thus, the estimation converges ( m̂1 → m1 ). Although this
method can estimate aircraft mass online, however, the accurate estimation is limited by the model
validity and accuracy.

Some parametric uncertainties are impossible to estimate without incurring excessive cost.
Such factors as undesirable wind, ground effect, and runway unevenness can impact the landing
performance of an aircraft landing gear. In addition, some parameters are impossible to measure or
estimate accurately, such as viscous damping coefficient and friction force. In this research, friction force
is assumed to be much less than the other forces, and its uncertainty can be ignored. However, viscous
force is a critical factor in absorbing kinetic energy at landing, and thus, its parametric uncertainty is
considered. Because of noise and disturbance from the environment, the viscous damping coefficient
can be changed within bound; the values used in this work are shown in Table 1. Moreover, temperature
can affect the pressure of air or impact on viscous damping [21]. In this research, the relationship of
temperature and pressure is assumed to follow the equation below:

p/T = constant (18)

Overall, the targets of the proposed control algorithm are given:

• The controller improves the performance of the landing gear.
• The controller provides an adaptive ability under different landing scenarios.
• The controller can deal with unmodelled uncertainties and disturbances.

4. Algorithm Control Designation

4.1. Performance Measure of Impact Energy Absorption

After a landing gear touches the ground, the initial kinetic and potential energy of the system is
absorbed and dissipated with the back-and-forth motion of the damper in the landing gear. The work
done by the damper can be calculated as the integral of the damper force Fd over the stroke. The total
work done by the damper until the landing gear system is stabilized and is then equal to the initial
kinetic and potential energy, and thus it is constant in a given landing condition. The total energy
absorber efficiency is defined as the ratio between the total work done by the damper during landing
and the product of the maximum force Fmax and stroke smax during the same time period. The latter
means the maximum possible work by the force Fmax traversing smax. Therefore, the total energy
absorber efficiency η is the measure of damper performance of absorbing the dynamic energy through
the whole period of impact absorption:

η =

s f inal∫
0

Fdds

smaxFmax
=

smax∫
0

Fdds

smaxFmax
+

s f inal∫
smax

Fdds

smaxFmax
= η1 + η2 (19)

In [4,22–24], the shock strut efficiency is used to assess the damper performance, which is defined
as the ratio η1 between the damper work from 0 to smax and the product of the maximum force and
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stroke. η1 approximates η because the most impact energy is absorbed and dissipated in the first
contraction phase of the damper moving from 0 to smax. However, there is still more than 10% of the
total energy stored in the air spring at smax, and thus, the damper will still actively oscillate until it
arrives at the equilibrium state. In this paper, the total energy absorber efficiency η is used instead,
in order to evaluate the damper efficiency of the landing impact absorption in the overall process.

4.2. Adaptive Hybrid Controller

In this work, a self-tuning control (STC) [25] concept is applied to deal with the different landing
scenarios. Figure 3 describes the flow of an adaptive hybrid controller. With the measurements from at
least two types of sensors (e.g., a position sensor which measures the stroke, and an accelerometer,
which measures the acceleration of the aircraft), the adaptive controller requires the estimates of aircraft
mass and sink speed for calculating an appropriate skyhook gain and target damping force for a hybrid
control block.
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The hybrid control [18] is a combination of the force control [26] and the skyhook control [27]
methods. The force control is a method of maximizing the impact energy absorption efficiency of a
damper by filling up the gap between Fmax and damper force curve over stroke. Figure 4a depicts
a typical force-stroke curve of passive damping. Since the damper force is not always maximized
to Fmax, one may expect it will be more efficient if the damper force is kept constant for as long as
possible during the first contraction of the damper. In the force control, a simple base controller or
non-controlled passive damping is used until the stroke velocity reaches the first local maximum after
touchdown, and then the damping force is controlled to be a constant value, called the target damping
force Ftarget. The base controller is designed to produce Ftarget at s1, where its velocity is maximized
.
s1 =

.
s∗1, and lower magnitude thereafter. As in [4], the target damping force is defined as the damper

work from 0 to smax divided by 90% of the maximal stroke in passive damping:

Ftarget =

smax∫
0

Fd,passiveds

0.9smax,passive
(20)

Then, the control input force is given by:

u =

{
0, Ftarget < Fd

Ftarget − Fd, Ftarget ≥ Fd
(21)

This target damping force depends on the dynamic energy at touchdown, which is characterized
by the aircraft mass m1 and initial sink speed v. Thus, the target value should be defined for each
unique landing condition. To build a table of target damping force over various aircraft mass and
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sink speed values, multiple numerical simulations of the damper without any control were executed
covering a wide variety of the parameters. The results are plotted in Figure 4b: the target damping
force increases with larger aircraft mass and faster sink speed.
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The base controller used in this paper is the skyhook controller, and it runs before the force control
becomes active. The skyhook control produces additional damping input against the velocity of the
sprung mass

.
z1. It is a widely used method in suspension systems because it is simple to implement

and requires a minimal number of system states, i.e.,
.
z1 and

.
s1. By tuning its damping gain, the impact

energy absorption efficiency of a semi-active damper can be significantly increased over passive
damping. The rule of the skyhook control in a semi-active damper is expressed as:

u =

{
Csky

.
z1,

.
z1

.
s ≥ 0

0,
.
z1

.
s < 0

(22)

where Csky is the skyhook gain. Unlike general types of differential control, the control input should be
0 when

.
z1 and

.
s are opposite in sign because the damping force of an MR damper is only applied in the

opposite direction of the relative movement of the piston and cylinder. Since a base controller for the
force control should create damping force Fd = Ftarget at s1, the skyhook gain is determined by:

Csky =


0, Ftarget < Fd,passive

∣∣∣ .
s1=

.
s∗1

Ftarget−Fd,passive
∣∣∣.
s1=

.
s∗1.

z1|.s1=
.
s∗1

, Ftarget ≥ Fd,passive
∣∣∣ .
s1=

.
s∗1

(23)

where
.
z1

∣∣∣ .
s1=

.
s∗1

and Fd,passive
∣∣∣ .
s1=

.
s∗1

are the maximum upper mass velocity and corresponding passive
damper force without control. The skyhook gain surface is shown in Figure 5: the passive damping is
used instead of the skyhook control when mass and sink speed are low so that Csky = 0; in the case of
higher mass and sink speed, a non-zero skyhook control input is applied and the skyhook gain rises.

4.3. Sliding Mode Controller-Adaptive Hybrid Control

Sliding Mode Control (SMC) is the most common algorithm used to manage uncertainties.
The main task of SMC is to drive the plant according to the reference model. Figure 6a shows the
reference module to calculate the history of the reference signal (zd

1). Before the landing gear touches
down, the mathematical model with an adaptive hybrid control algorithm is executed. This progress
depends on the estimated mass and sink speed explained in the previous chapter. Then, the tracking
error is calculated as the difference between the signal sensor (z1) and the reference signal (zd

1), which is
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shown in Figure 6b. Next, the SMC system is developed based on the tracking error and the operating
principle of the MR damper.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 16 
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Following [28], the sliding surface can be expressed by:

S f =

(
λ+

d
dt

)̃
z1 (24)

where z̃1 = z1 − zd
1 is the tracking error, λ is the slope of the sliding surface line. Figure 7 shows the state

phase of a typical aircraft. The motion starts from (0, v) passes (z1.max, 0) and ends at (z1.stable, 0).
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Because the start point is on the vertical line, the slope value can be chosen λ = 0 to reduce the time to
reach the sliding surface. The control law can be given as:

u = û− k sat(S f /ξ) (25)

where sat is the saturation function [28], and ξ = 0.1 is the boundary thickness. The estimated control
law, û is designed as:

û = m̂1

(
g−

..
zd

1

)
−

(
F̂d

)
(26)

and ξ=0.1 is boundary thickness, discontinuous control gain, k is selected satisfying the inequality below:

k ≥ Fd − F̂d (27)

Because MR damper is a semi-active system, the control law must use the following rule:

u =

û− k sat(S f /ξ) i f u
.
s ≥ 0

0 i f u
.
s < 0

(28)

To check the stability of the controller, the candidate of the Lyapunov function is given by:

V =
1
2

S2
f ≥ 0 (29)

The derivative of Equation (29) is:

.
V = S f

.
S f = S f (

..
zd

1 −
..
z1) = S f

(
..
zd

1 −
(
g− Fd+u

m1

))
.

V = S f

(
..
zd

1 −

(
g−

Fd+m̂1(g−
..
zd

1)−F̂d−k sat(S f /ξ)
m1

))
.

V = S f

((
1− m̂1

m1

)(..
zd

1 − g
)
+ 1

m1

(
Fd − F̂d − k sat(S f /ξ)

))
.

V = 1
m1

S f
(
Fd − F̂d − k sat(S f /ξ)

)
≤ 0

(30)

The Lyapunov condition is satisfied; thus, the controller is stable to deal with uncertainties.
However, the control input can be infinite to make the system reside in the sliding surface. Because the
physical force output from an MR damper is bounded as in Table 1, the stability proof of the proposed
control algorithm might be valid with only a limited level of uncertainties and disturbances.
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5. Simulation Results and Discussion

To verify the effectiveness of the controller, numerical simulations with different control methods
were performed. Passive damping, skyhook control, and adaptive hybrid control were applied and
compared with the SMC-adaptive hybrid control. All simulations and computations were carried out
using MATLAB with SIMSCAPE-SIMULINK. The outputs of controllers were investigated in terms of
the maximum damper force, the maximum stroke, and the maximal total energy absorber efficiency
under various aircraft weights and sink speeds.

Both Figure 8 and Table 2 show the simulation results in the case of a heavy load and high speed
(m1 = 680 kg and v = 3 m/s). The SMC-adaptive hybrid control shows the best performance compared
with the passive damper and skyhook control. The damper using the proposed controller produces the
lowest absolute displacement and aircraft acceleration in magnitude. This means that the proposed
controller is able to reduce more vibration in the landing gear system, which may increase passenger
comfort. In addition, the proposed controller improves the total energy absorber efficiency of the
damper to nearly 94%, which is 5% and 15% higher than the skyhook control and passive damping,
respectively. Moreover, the comparison results of different sink speeds and masses are shown in
Table 3. The results show that the proposed controller has the smallest value of both maximum stroke
and damper force, and the total energy absorber efficiency is up to about 10% more than that of the
skyhook controller.
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Figure 8. The simulation results of the MR damper using the passive damping, skyhook control,
and sliding mode control (SMC)-adaptive hybrid control in the case of m1 = 680 kg and v = 3 m/s:
(a) displacement of the aircraft; (b) acceleration of the aircraft; (c) load-stroke curve; (d) electric current.
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Table 2. The efficiency of the damper using the passive damper, skyhook control, and SMC-adaptive
hybrid control in the case of m1 = 680 kg and v = 3 m/s.

Maximum of
Stroke smax (m)

Maximum of Damping
Force Fmax (kN)

Total Energy Absorber
Efficiency η (%)

Passive damper 0.221 24.2 80.4
Skyhook control 0.217 21.8 90.6

SMC-adaptive hybrid control 0.210 21.8 93.8

Table 3. The performance of the damper using passive damping, skyhook control, and SMC-adaptive
hybrid control under various aircraft masses and sink speeds.

Passive Damper Skyhook Control SMC-Adaptive
Hybrid Control

Fmax
(kN)

smax
(m) η (%) Fmax

(kN)
smax
(m) η (%) Fmax

(kN)
smax
(m) η (%)

m1 = 560 kg
v = 1.5 m/s 11.6 0.162 79.8 12.2 0.155 78.9 11.7 0.144 89.0
v = 2.5 m/s 16.9 0.193 81.1 18.0 0.186 79.3 17.2 0.165 93.8
v = 3.5 m/s 22.4 0.217 90.4 23.8 0.212 86.8 22.6 0.209 93.0

m1 = 600 kg
v = 1.5 m/s 11.9 0.172 80.9 12.5 0.165 79.7 12.1 0.150 90.9
v = 2.5 m/s 17.2 0.201 83.4 18.2 0.195 81.1 17.4 0.178 92.9
v = 3.5 m/s 24.5 0.221 87.6 24.2 0.217 90.1 23.7 0.203 95.4

m1 = 640 kg
v = 1.5 m/s 12.0 0.181 82.2 12.7 0.174 80.7 12.1 0.159 92.9
v = 2.5 m/s 17.5 0.207 85.9 18.5 0.201 83.2 18.3 0.181 94.1
v = 3.5 m/s 27.6 0.224 82.1 24.9 0.221 92.1 24.5 0.216 95.6

m1 = 680 kg
v = 1.5 m/s 12.3 0.188 83.9 12.9 0.183 82.1 12.3 0.170 92.8
v = 2.5 m/s 18.6 0.212 84.7 18.8 0.207 85.6 18.4 0.196 92.3
v = 3.5 m/s 30.7 0.227 77.9 27.9 0.224 86.4 25.5 0.220 96.4

Figure 9 and Table 4 show the comparative damping performances of the adaptive hybrid
control and SMC-adaptive hybrid control under parameter uncertainties. The controllers are compared
with three varying parameters picked as the uncertainties in landing: the change of air pressure
with ambient temperature, inaccuracy of viscous damping coefficient, and the error of damping
force estimate. Under the parameter variation, the performance of the adaptive hybrid control is
degraded. In particular, the shock absorber efficiency reduces by about 10% when the viscous damping
coefficient decreases by 10%. The maximum damping force increases by 10% when the damper force
is underestimated by 10%. On the other hand, the SMC-adaptive hybrid controller maintains the
performances under the parameter variation, and thus, its robustness under parametric uncertainties
in landing is verified.
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Figure 9. The force-stroke curves of damper using the adaptive hybrid control (a,c,e) and SMC-adaptive
hybrid control (b,d,f) under parametric uncertainties (m1 = 680 kg and v = 3 m/s). (a,b) Differing
temperatures; (c,d) differing damping viscous efficiencies; (e,f) differing damping force errors.
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Table 4. The performance of the damper using the adaptive hybrid control and SMC adaptive hybrid
control under parametric uncertainties.

Adaptive Hybrid Control SMC-Adaptive Hybrid Control

Parameters Fmax (kN) smax (m) η (%) Fmax (kN) smax (m) η (%)

p0 (bar)/T (◦C)
6.36/−40 21.4 0.223 92.5 21.8 0.213 94.0

7.45/0 21.6 0.216 92.4 21.8 0.211 94.3
8.00/20 21.8 0.209 93.9 21.8 0.210 93.8
8.55/40 22.7 0.204 92.3 21.8 0.209 93.3

C (kNs/m)
7.23 (+10%) 22.8 0.202 92.8 22.1 0.208 93.0
6.91 (+5%) 22.4 0.206 93.4 21.9 0.210 93.0

6.58 (base value) 21.8 0.209 93.9 21.8 0.210 93.8
6.25 (−5%) 22.0 0.214 91.0 21.8 0.210 93.9
5.92 (−10%) 23.8 0.216 83.7 21.9 0.209 93.6

Error(F) = 100%
_
Fd−Fd

Fd
−10% 23.9 0.195 91.9 21.9 0.209 93.8
−5% 22.8 0.201 93.0 21.8 0.209 93.7
0% 21.8 0.209 93.9 21.8 0.210 93.8
5% 21.8 0.215 91.3 21.8 0.210 93.7

10% 21.8 0.217 90.8 21.8 0.210 93.5

6. Conclusions

This research investigated the robust adaptive control for a single landing gear system equipped
with an MR damper. With a mathematical model of the landing gear, a robust controller based on the
adaptive hybrid control and sliding mode control algorithm was proposed. Comparative numerical
simulations under the various landing conditions (i.e., aircraft weights and sink speeds) and parametric
uncertainties (i.e., ambient temperature, viscous damping coefficient, damping force estimate error)
were conducted to analyze the effectiveness of the proposed control algorithm. From the simulations,
it was verified that the damper using the proposed controller has acceptable and stable performance
with high total energy absorber efficiency and an improved adaptability and robustness in differing
landing scenarios and uncertainties.

Both the adaptive hybrid control and sliding mode control are built on a mathematical model.
Thus, the difficulty of this approach is to develop an accurate mathematical model. Therefore, as future
work, drop-test experiments of a landing gear system can be set up to verify the damper model and
the performance of the control. On the other hand, because the damping process of a landing gear
occurs in very short time, the time delay of an MR damper can be a crucial factor in determining
the effectiveness of control. Thus, to deal with the time delay, control methods based on artificial
intelligent techniques, such as a reinforcement neural network or genetic algorithm neural network,
can be applied to the MR damper.
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